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APRIL 2024 Canada’s Leading Fiberglass Swimming Pool



Cabo San Lucas           LENGTH: 32′ 10″  WIDTH: 14′ 1″ DEPTH: 4′ 7″

Cabo San Lucas is a highly popular large 33 feet inground fiberglass swimming pool from our rectangular 
collection. Owning a Cabo San Lucas is like being on a permanent vacation. It will become the focal point of 
your property, encouraging everyone to come together for lots of fun and enjoyment. Bring peace, joy and 
beauty to your property with the Cabo San Lucas fiberglass pool. 

Ensure a Great Look and Use of Your 
Home with The Cabo San Lucas 
Fiberglass Swimming Pool !

Features 
Full-Width Entry & Exit Steps 
Flat Bottom Pool
Warranty 
15-Year Manufacturer’s Warranty



Martinica           LENGTH: 26′ 3″  WIDTH: 13′ 1″ DEPTH: 4′ 7″

Martinica is a luxurious 26 feet inground fiberglass swimming pool with porcelain 
waterline tiles. It is a model that is great for all families. It has a perfect amount of 
space to play and spend quality time with your friends and family.  The Martinica 
swimming pool is made of fiberglass with a luxury finish in porcelain tiles installed 
on the waterline. This pool brings more elegance to your house and transforms your 
outdoor area into a space for the whole family to relax and have fun. 

A Fiberglass Swimming Pool Perfect 
for Medium-Sized to Spacious Areas!

Features 
JUQUEI Waterline Porcelain Tile
Full Width Bench Seating
Entry & Exit Steps
Flat Bottom Pool

Warranty 
15-Year Manufacturer’s Warranty



Dominica            LENGTH: 23′ WIDTH: 11′ 6″ DEPTH: 4′ 7″ 

Dominica is a specially designed 23 feet 
rectangular fiberglass inground swimming 
pool with premium waterline tiles and a 
full-width bench. It is a pool with a luxury 
design and has a fair amount of space, 
which will bring a lot of entertainment and 
great moments to your family, making your 
leisure area complete for fun. 

A Greatly Designed Fiberglass 
Swimming Pool Perfect for 
Relaxation and Partying!

Features 
JUQUEI Waterline Porcelain Tile
Full Width Bench Seating
Entry & Exit Steps
Flat Bottom Pool
Warranty 
15-Year Manufacturer’s Warranty



Tobago          LENGTH: 19′ 8″ WIDTH: 9′ 10″ DEPTH: 4′ 7″ 

Tobago is a 20 feet rectangular inground 
fiberglass swimming pool from our mosaic 
collection with premium waterline porcelain 
tiles. Tobago is a swimming pool with a 
luxury design with optimal use of space. It 
will bring a lot of fun, entertainment, and 
great moments to your life. Make your 
backyard more fun and beautiful than it has 
ever been. 

Well-Used Space with a Tobago 
Fiberglass Swimming Pool !!

Features 
JUQUEI Waterline Porcelain Tile
Full Width Bench Seating
Entry & Exit Steps
Flat Bottom Pool

Warranty 
15-Year Manufacturer’s Warranty



Bonaire          LENGTH: 16′ 5″ WIDTH: 8′ 2″ DEPTH: 4′ 7″ 

Bonaire is a unique 16 feet rectangular fiberglass inground swimming pool 
with premium porcelain tiles and a full width-bench. This pool offers a bench 
with hydromassage and steps on opposite sides, transforming your leisure 
area into a unique, modern, and innovative space. 

A Unique Fiberglass Swimming Pool 
with Premium Quality Porcelain Tiles 
and a Bench!! Features 

JUQUEI Waterline Porcelain Tile
Full Width Bench Seating
Entry & Exit Steps
Flat Bottom Pool
Warranty 
15-Year Manufacturer’s Warranty



Panama          LENGTH: 13′ 1″ WIDTH: 6′ 7″ DEPTH: 4′ 7″ 

Panama is a small rectangular 13 feet inground fiberglass swimming pool 
with premium waterline porcelain tiles. It is a charm! Panama is a unique 
pool made of (FRP) Fiberglass Reinforced Polyester with sophisticated 
finishing and porcelain tiles installed in the waterline. Its rectangular 
shape fits most backyards perfectly and gives you optimal space for 
whatever you want to do in and around the pool.

The Perfect Fiberglass Swimming Pool with 
Different Options of Mosaics Finishes 
Installed on the Waterline!

Features 
JUQUEI Waterline Porcelain Tile
Full Width Bench Seating
Entry & Exit Steps
Flat Bottom Pool

Warranty 
15-Year Manufacturer’s Warranty
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THIS SUMMER



Why Mosaic Pools?
Our mosaic pools have become significantly popular over the past 20 years. We are among the only companies worldwide that offer 
fiberglass pools with waterline tiles. Recently, we have introduced our Mosaic line of fiberglass swimming pools to the North 
American market, including Canada and the United States. Our mosaic pools have all the advantages of rectangular pools. They can be 
a great addition to the majority of the backyards due to variations in size and lack of curves and custom shapes. Mosaic pools are 
also an ideal option when comparing fiberglass pools with concrete and vinyl pools due to the exponential growth in the popularity 
of flat bottom pools and the smoothness of a fiberglass gel coat in comparison to concrete and liners. In addition to all the similar 
advantages to rectangular pools, mosaic pools also have a full-width bench seating area on the opposite side of the entry and exit 
steps, making it suitable for relaxation, family gatherings and parties. Our mosaic fiberglass pools also come with 6 different models 
and colours of waterline porcelain tiles. Our mosaic fiberglass pools are ideal if you are looking for a luxurious pool with a classy, 
modern, and catchy look. The international pool industry’s top experts design all of our mosaic pool models to wow anyone, meeting 
all ICC standards. Our differentiating factors are high quality and smooth gel coat, full-width bench seatings, porcelain waterline 
tiles, and availability of the most popular sizes to serve customers with a backyard of any size.

Experience The Difference
Highest Quality Pools with Expert Installation



The fiberglass pool shells consist of one-piece fiberglass construction shop-
formed over a mold using a spray-up system. The material is a minimum of 
1/8-inch thick (3.175mm), fiberglass-reinforced plastic (FPR), composed of 
gel coat-based NPG isophthalic polyester resin and fiberglass roving. The 
fiberglass pool surface finish is a gel coat and fiberglass roving coat. We 
also offer a mosaic line with a surface finish of gel coat with tiles along 
the rim of the pool.

Fiberglass is used in some of the most advanced industries in the world, 
including multi-million-dollar yachts, aeroplanes and helicopters, exotic 
cars, military equipment, water tanks, and thousands of other products. 
Fiberglass is also the ideal material for swimming pools, bathtubs, sinks, 
and hot tubs.

What is a Fiberglass Swimming Pool?
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